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Where It Can
Be Found
The White Tiger can be
found in India around lots of
lush grass or a dense forest
area. Usually in a ten to
thirty square mile radius
depending on how much
food there is.
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Why It’s
endangered
The white tiger is endangered because it has a lot of
problems such as spinal deformities, club feet, being cross eyed, and the same gene that makes them
white also makes there brain get wired to the wrong
side of there brain. It is only born to be a designer
animal. Almost all zoo’s are not allowed to breed
the white Bengal tiger.

Interesting Facts
Did you know that the only way to breed a white
tiger is by interbreeding a family of white tigers.
That’s right.

Diet and Behavior
The white tigers diet in the wild is water buffalo, deer, wild boar, and goat. In captivity
most white Bengal tigers are given bones twice
a week and also feed on mainly chicken, kangaroo meat, and horse meat.

The white tigers name is panthera Tigris.

How You Can
Help
You can help the white tiger by not going to
zoos or telling people how beautiful they are.
They are only bred by people who want to
get money, not by people who care about the
animal.
They are bred because they are a designer
animal and lots of people encourage this by
commenting on how beautiful they are.
Because of people like this the white tiger
suffers daily.
You can help the white tiger by saying no to
any place that does breed this animal and
talking out about what’s
right. There are only
about two hundred
white Bengal tigers left
in the world so Please
respect this animal and
consider what it goes
through daily just so
that people can look at
something different.

White Bengal tiger behavior
The white tigers only interaction in the
wild is with a mother and a cub, so then when
they hunt, one white tiger would have a better
chance to sneak up on its prey then lots of
white tigers would. This is because a white
tiger sneaks up real close and then attacks when
it knows it’s prey will not get away. With more
then one white tiger it would probably make to
much noise and give the prey more time to run.

